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Introduction 

Codexpert™ is an eBook from Pavilion Health, developed using electronic content sourced directly 

from the NCCH/ACCD content development database including all official errata and up-to-date 

coding rules1. 

Codexpert™ can be run in either “Standalone” or “Network” mode.  In Standalone mode, the 

application in installed and run locally on a single computer.  In Network mode, the application is 

installed to a shared directory accessible by users who have been granted access to the shared 

directory for the purpose of running Codexpert™. 

This purpose of this document is to provide Codexpert™ users insight and high-level information 

to a number of the features and functionality of Codexpert™. 

For a quick video introduction to Codexpert™, please visit:   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izvcPZnChIU 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Current Coding Rules for March 2015 are included in Codexpert™ v8.0.1.4 (available from 17/03/15). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izvcPZnChIU
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Window Layout 

 

 

Tree Panel 

Displays indices and 
lookups for searching or 
browsing. 

The Disease Index also 
identifies chapter tabs 
for: 

 Diseases & Injuries 

 Ext. Causes of Injury 

 Drugs & Chemicals 

Content Panel 

Displays the full 
contents once the item 
has been selected. 

History and Codes List 
Panels 

Two tabs displaying: 

 the history of screen 
selections within the 
product, and 

 the list of codes 
being selected by 
the user 
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Navigation 

 

Search Field 

Allows free text entry 

Search Scope 

Dropdown list allows 
users to limit or expand 
the search scope within 
the classification. 

Action Buttons 

Activates or clears the 
search field. Also allows 
the user to move 
backwards and forwards 
between previous 
selections, and to reset 
the window layout to the 
default setting. 

Perspective 

Informs the user of the 
view perspective they are 
in, either Diseases or 
Interventions. 

Address Bar 

Displays the path to 
where the user currently 
is in the active panel. The 
‘active panel’ is the one 
that has focus. 
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Customisation of Screen Layout 

Codexpert™ allows users to customise their screen layout to suit their needs. The default layout 
of Codexpert™ is designed to give users maximum space to view the ‘Content Panel’, while still 
providing visibility of the Indices and History and Codes List. The Disease and Interventions 
‘Perspectives’ are independent and changes made to the layout of one are not carried over into 
the other.  

Changes to screen layout will be retained when Codexpert™ is closed. However, if at any time the 

user does not wish to retain the change, pressing the ‘Home/Reset Layout’ icon ( ) will reset 
the screen layout to the default settings. 

Panel sizing 

A. Position the mouse pointer over the join between two panels. This will change the pointer 
into a ‘double‐headed arrow’ icon ( ↔ ). 

B. From this position, click and drag the mouse to the new position and release the mouse. 
C. If resizing affects the visibility of the tabs, Codexpert™ will display a symbol character 

indicating other tabs behind and the number of tabs being hidden (e.g. »2 or »3). 
D. To view these hidden tabs, click onto the symbol and select the tab you wish to view from the 

list. 

Panel layout 

Panels can be relocated by using the “drag and drop” method. There is a limit to the positions 
available within the screen. Panels cannot be made to ‘layer over’ each other and will 
automatically resize to fit within the screen layout. A relocated panel will retain all the tabs within 
the panel. 
A. Position the mouse pointer over the top bar of the panel you wish to move. 
B. Click and hold, and drag the mouse to move the panel to the desired position. (NB. While the 

mouse is moving, the mouse pointer will display as a ‘multi‐folder’ icon indicating that the 
panel is being moved.) 

C. While the mouse is being held down and moved around, grey box outlines will appear on the 
screen indicating potential new positions. If the grey box outline is a 100% fit to an existing 
panel profile, then the moving panel will be ‘merged’ into that existing panel. 

D. Releasing the mouse will ‘drop’ the change into place. 

Tab layout 

Individual tabs can also be relocated by using the “drag and drop” method. As noted in Panel 
layout above, there is a limit to the positions available within the screen. A relocated Tab can  
be re-sequenced within its own panel, merged into another existing panel, or used to create its 
own panel. 
A. Position the mouse pointer over the top of the tab you wish to move. 
B. Click and hold, and drag the mouse to move the tab to the desired position. (NB. While the 

mouse is moving, the mouse pointer will display as a ‘multi‐folder’ icon indicating that the tab 
is being moved.). 

C. While the mouse is being held down, grey box outlines will appear on the screen indicating 
potential new positions. 

 If the grey box outline indicates a new panel shape, then the moving tab will create it’s 
own panel. This can be achieved by positioning the mouse near the edge/join of an 
existing panel. 
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 If the grey box outline is a 100% fit to an existing panel, then the moving tab will be 
‘merged’ into the existing panel. 

D. Releasing the mouse will ‘drop’ the change into place. 

Example – altering Panel layout 

A. Click and hold the Codes List tab. 
B. Drag the mouse pointer to the right hand edge of the History and Codes List Panel. This will 

cause a grey box outline to display. This indicates the potential new placement should the 
mouse be released in this position. 

 

C. Release the mouse. This will ‘drop’ the change into place, relocating the Codes List tab to the 
space indicated by the grey box and create a new panel. 
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Icons 

Codexpert™ contains numerous icons. Some icons are labels to indicate to the user what the 
content is related to, and other icons perform functions / actions. Some icons have both 
informational and functional roles. Most icons will display their name when hovered over with 
the mouse. 

Diseases ‐ Index / Term Details Reverse Link

Diseases ‐ Tabular / Code Details Select Code

ACHI ‐ Index / Term Details Add a New Code

ACHI ‐ Tabular / Code Details Delete Selected Code

Australian Coding Standards Clear Selected Codes / Note

Advice Save Codes

Morphology Export Saved Cases/Episodes

User Notes Linked Mode

Edits / Code Attributes Close all Nodes in the Tree

Perform Search Select the Folder for Shared Notes

Clear Search Pop‐up labels at reformatted tables

Home / Reset Layout

Move Forward

Move Backward

Print the contents of this panel

Minimise

Maximise

History List

Codes List

Classification Notes

Australian code

Increase font size

Decrease font size

Restore font size

 
  

Tree Panel 

 Hovering over the Classification Notes icon displays 
the information (e.g. Infection). 

 Linked Mode in the Index is turned on and off 
manually by selecting the icon. 

Content Panel 

 The content of any tab can be printed where the 
printer icon is available. 

 Icons on the Code Details tab are both for information 
and for action. Icons which are highlighted advise the 
user that relevant information is available.  Selecting 
the icon will hyperlink the user directly to the 
alternate tab.  Selecting View ACS or View Advice icons 
will also invoke Linked Mode. 

History and Codes List Panel 

 Icons on the Codes List Tab allow the user to manually 
add or remove codes at the Codes List, or clear or save 
the contents of the Codes List. 
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Resources 

The ‘Resources’ option allows users to select and review the information provided either 
prefacing, clarifying or as appendices to the classification. Each piece of information is provided as 
an individual item for users to select and review. 

Reviewing Resources 

A. Select the ‘Resources’ option on the main menu 
B. Select the appropriate classification volume for review: 

 Disease Tabular List 

 Disease Alphabetic Index 

 Interventions Tabular List 

 Interventions Alphabetic Index 

 Australian Coding Standards 
C. Select the resource for review. This will vary from volume to volume but includes: 

 Front page 

 Preface 

 Abbreviations 

 Acknowledgements 

 Introduction 

 Conventions used in the classification 

 Guidance in the use of the classification 

 References 

 Appendices 
o Morphology of Neoplasms (ICD – Tabular – Appendix A) 
o Special Tabulation Lists for Mortality and Morbidity (ICD – Tabular – Appendix B) 
o Mapping Table: for MBS items not included in ACHI (ACHI – Tabular – Appendix A) 
o ACHI Code List (providing match to Block numbers) (ACHI – Tabular – Appendix B) 
o Mapping Table: for MBS dental items (ACHI – Tabular – Appendix C) 
o Basic Coding Guidelines (ACS – Appendix A) 
o Code of Ethics for Clinical Coders (ACS – Appendix B) 
o Clinical Coders’ Creed (ACS – Appendix C) 

D. Once selected, the item will open in another window where it can be reviewed and searched. 
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Example 1 – Diseases Tabular – Appendix A – Morphology of Neoplasms 

 

Example 2 – Interventions Tabular List ‐ Appendix B – ACHI Code List 

 

Example 3 – Australian Coding Standards – Appendix A – Basic Coding Guidelines 
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Searching and Reviewing Codes 

The Search functionality within Codexpert™ looks for all matches throughout the classification 
database, being: 

 the Alphabetic Diseases and ACHI indices, including non‐essential modifiers 

 the Disease and ACHI Tabular lists, including inclusion terms and instructional notes 

 the ACS, including text content and examples 

 the Advice content 
The Search scope defaults to Lead Terms (for index searching). It can also be updated to display 
All results (i.e. from the entire classification system) or a subset (e.g. Index (Disease), ACS or 
Advice). The results do not include Resources or User Notes. 

Searching 

A. To begin a search, type the criteria into the free text search field. Searching can be invoked by 
three ways: 

 use the mouse to adjust the Search scope criteria from the dropdown list 

 leave the Search scope unchanged and press the Enter key 

 leave the Search scope unchanged and press ‘Perform Search’ icon ( ) 
B. A Search Results window will be displayed. This window contains the results that meet both 

the search criteria and the search scope. 

 Results which are lead terms are displayed in bold font. 

 Results which are from the Index (Diseases) sections ‘Ext. Causes of Injury’ or ‘Drugs & 
Chemicals’ are flagged as such. 

C. To select an item, click the hyperlink of the appropriate result in the Search Results window. 
This will move the user to the Index tab in the Tree Panel. Where terms which match the 
search are found, these will be displayed with green highlight. 

D. To close the Search Results window, either close the window manually or select the “Clear 
Search” icon ( ). This icon will also remove the green highlight and the text from the Search 
field. 

E. Follow the Index to the appropriate entry, opening the index tree where necessary. 

 Where the index contains a Classification Note icon ( ), there are instructional notes 
related to the use of the code. These can be viewed by hovering the mouse over the icon. 

 For assistance with reformatted tables, refer to Instruction – Reformatted Tables. 
F. Proceed to section Reviewing the Code. 

Browsing 

A. Ensure you are in the correct perspective (Diseases or Interventions). 
B. Select the tab on the Tree Panel you wish to browse. 
C. Follow the Index to the appropriate entry, opening the index tree where necessary. 

 Where the index contains a Classification Note icon ( ), there are instructional notes 
related to the use of the code. These can be viewed by hovering the mouse over the icon. 

 For assistance with reformatted tables, refer to Instruction – Reformatted Tables. 
D. Proceed to section Reviewing the Code. 

Reviewing the Code 

A. Once the appropriate term is identified, select the hyperlink of the code. 
B. This will update the Tree Panel from Index to Tabular and Content Panel from Term Details to 

Code Details. 
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 Where a code is incomplete, Codexpert™ will wait for the user to make a selection from the 
list of codes presented before updating the Tree Panel to the Tabular List. (e.g. E1‐.65). 

 Where a Morphology code is selected, Codexpert™ will display the Morphology Details tab. 
As the Morphology codes are an appendix to the classification, they are treated separately 
from the Code Details tab. 

C. Once the appropriate code is identified, review the following items: 

 instructional notes (e.g. includes or excludes notes) listed at the code level 

 instructional notes (e.g. includes or excludes notes) listed at previous levels applicable to the 
code.  A Classification Note icon ( ) will only display on tabs which contain instructional 
notes. 

 icon flags on the Code Details tab relevant to the code*, including: 

o View ACS standards icon ( ) 

o View Advice icon ( ) 

o View User Notes icon ( ) 
*These icons will only be displayed if information is available for review. 

D. If the code is not the appropriate choice, either commence another search or follow the 
hyperlinks to an alternate location. 

E. If the code is the correct choice, users can add the code to the Codes List. Please refer to the 
handout for using the ‘Codes List’ for further instructions. 
Note: While many morphologies are included in the Alphabetic index, not all neoplasm status’ 
are included (e.g. secondary malignancies). As such, there is no way to automatically add 
them from the alphabetic index. It is necessary that these codes be added manually. Refer to 
Instructions ‐ Morphology Codes for further information. 

Searching Tips 

A. The wildcard (*) can be embedded into the search term at the beginning, middle, or end of 
the search criteria. (e.g. *itis, app*d, append*) 

B. Codexpert™ searches on the “stem” of a word and will return matches for alternative results. 
(e.g. ‘choke’ also returns ‘choked’, ‘chokes’, ‘choking’) 

C. Searching on singular words will find plurals (i.e. ‐‐s, ‐‐‘s, ‐‐(s)) and vice‐versa (e.g. 
complication vs complications) 

D. Searching on singular words will also find hyphenated words (e.g. pre‐eclampsia, bi‐level). 

 Searching ‘bi‐level’ will return both bi‐level and bilevel 

 Searching ‘bilevel’, will return both bi‐level and bilevel 

 Searching ‘bi level’, will return bi‐level and also bi and level as separate words on same page 
E. Searching for a string of words can be achieved by grouping with quotation marks (e.g. 

“kidney failure”). 

 “Kidney failure” (i.e. with quotations) will find both words where they are adjacent & in the 
same order. 

 Kidney failure (i.e. without quotations) will find the two words where they both occur on the 
one page, but not necessarily adjacent and not in the same order. 

 Quotation marks should be used with care to ensure all relevant matches are returned 
F. As the Alphabetic Index of Diseases consists of three sections (Alphabetic Index of Diseases 

and nature of Injury [‘Diseases & Injuries’], External Causes of Injury [‘Ext. Causes of Injury’], 
and Table of Drugs and Chemicals [‘Drugs & Chemicals’]), results are sometimes repeated due 
to their presence in multiple chapters. (e.g. Alcohol) . 

 The search results window will identify which results are not from the ‘Diseases & Injuries’ 
chapter.   
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 The ‘Diseases & Injuries’ chapter results will be sequenced above the ‘Ext. Causes of Injury’, 
and then ‘Drugs & Chemicals’ chapter results. 
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Reformatted Tables 

As Codexpert™ is built around a database, it presents previously ‘tabled’ information in a 
reformatted manner.  Information previously tabled is now included directly within the index. The 
relevant complete, partial and extensions of codes are provided directly after the index entry. 
‘hovering’ the mouse over the value in the ‘Tree Panel’ displays the label identifying the property 
of the code/extension. 

Abortion Table 

The reformatted Abortions information is provided at the index entry Abortion, complicated (by). 
All index entries provide the relevant extensions as hyperlinks. Hovering over these extensions 
will display the label confirming the relevant episode status (see Figure 1 below). By selecting an 
extension, the user will be presented with a choice of codes to confirm the type of abortion. 
Where a code is already complete, the user will be taken directly to the code. 

 

Figure 1 – At index entry Abortion, complicated (by), afibrogenaemia – and hovering over 
extension .1 

Neoplasm Table 

The reformatted Neoplasm information is provided at the index entry Neoplasm, neoplastic. All 
index entries for sites (down) provide the range of valid codes for neoplasm status (across) as 
hyperlinks. Hovering over these codes will display the label confirming the relevant neoplasm 
status (see Figure 2 below). The neoplasm icons (♦ and #) are included at the index with a 
Classification Note icon ( ). Hovering over this Classification Note icon displays the information 
to the user. 

Additionally, where the Neoplasm index is accessed through a hyperlink elsewhere in the 
alphabetic index, Codexpert™ will recognise the source and will flag the appropriate neoplasm 
codes. For example, 

 selecting the hyperlink “see also Neoplasm/malignant” at Adenocarcinoma will identify the 
source as “malignant” and flag Malignant Primary and Malignant Secondary site codes with 
a different colour. 

 selecting the hyperlink “see also Neoplasm/benign” at Adenofibroma will flag Benign site 
codes with a different colour. 
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Figure 2 – At index entry Neoplasm, neoplastic, adenoid (tissue) – and hovering over D37.0 

Table of Land Transport Accidents (Alphabetic Index of Diseases Section 2: Index to External 
Causes) 

The reformatted Land Transport Accidents information is provided at the index entry Accident, 
transport, land. 

All index entries for victims (down) provide the range of incomplete codes for the mode of 
transport (across) as hyperlinks. Hovering over these codes will display the label confirming the 
relevant mode of transport. (See Figure 3 below) 

By selecting a partial code, the user will be presented with a choice of codes to further confirm 
the victim status, the nature of the accident and, where relevant, the type of vehicle/conveyance. 
Where a code is already complete, the user will be taken directly to the code. 

Table of Discharges of Firearm (Alphabetic Index of Diseases Section 2: Index to External 
Causes) 

The reformatted Discharges of Firearm information is provided at the index entry Discharge. All 
index entries for firearm (down) provide a range of codes (either complete or incomplete) for the 
method of discharge (across) as hyperlinks. Hovering over these codes will display the label 
confirming the relevant method of discharge. 

By selecting a partial code, the user will be presented with a choice of codes to further confirm 
the relationship of the perpetrator to the victim. Where a code is already complete, the user will 
be taken directly to the code. 

Table of Drugs and Chemicals (Alphabetic Index of Diseases Section 3: Table of Drugs and 
Chemicals) 

The reformatted Drugs and Chemicals information is provided at the index in the Alphabetic Index 
of Diseases, Section 3. All index entries for drugs and chemicals (down) provide a range of codes 
for the type and method of injury (i.e. poisoning or adverse effect) (across) as hyperlinks. 
Hovering over these codes will display the label confirming the relevant chapter or method of 
injury (see Figure 3 below).  As all codes in this section are already complete, the user will be 
taken directly to the code. 
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Figure 3 – At index entry ACE, inhibitor– and hovering over Y52.4 
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Code List 

Codexpert™ allows users to build, print and/or save a list of codes for any purpose. (See Figure 1) 
These could be clinical coders coding an episode of care, or researchers identifying relevant codes 
for study purposes. The saved codes can then be exported and opened in any program. 

 

Figure 1 ‐ Codes List Panel (including example data) 

Adding Codes 

A. Automatically from Code Details tab 
1. Once a valid code selection has been made in the Code Details tab of the Content panel, 

the Select Code icon ( ) will become available. 
2. Selecting this icon will add the code to the Codes List. (NB. Diagnosis codes including 

Morphology codes will automatically be sequenced above the ACHI codes). 
B. Manually 

1. Go to the Codes List tab 
2. Select the ‘Add a new code’ icon ( ) and enter the code to be added. Only valid codes 

can be added, and therefore correct punctuation is essential. For example, the codes 
Z720 or 9555001 are invalid, while Z72.0 or 95550‐01 are valid. Coded data entry is not 
case sensitive. (NB. Diagnosis codes including Morphology codes will automatically be 
sequenced above the ACHI codes). 

NB. As many Morphology codes are not provided within the index (e.g. secondary 
malignancies), there is no way to automatically add them from the alphabetic index. It is 
necessary that these codes be added manually. 

Removing Codes 

A. Highlight the row with the appropriate code. 
B. Select the ‘Delete Selected code’ icon ( ). This will remove the code from the list. Once a 

code has been removed, the action cannot be ‘undone’. 

Resequencing Codes 

A. Highlight the code to be re-sequenced. 
B. Click and hold the mouse and use “drag and drop” method to move the code to the desired 

position. 
C. Release the mouse to drop the code into the new position. 

Adding Coder Notes 

A. Place the mouse cursor into the ‘Notes’ field against the appropriate code. 
B. Enter the appropriate text information (e.g. “as per discharge summary”). 
C. The Notes column is a free text column. The field will take an unlimited number of characters, 

however only 90 characters will appear on the printout. It can be used for text information or 
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data values such as Condition Onset Flag/Prefixing, Date of First Diagnosis, Date of Procedure, 
etc. 

Printing 

A. Select the ‘Print the contents of this panel’ icon (  ) located in the Codes List panel. 
B. When pressing print, the user will also be prompted to enter a Case ID for this episode. 
C. This can be whatever the user chooses, but should be something unique to identify the 

episode after printing (e.g. the MRN or episode/admission number). 
D. At the printer window, select the relevant printer. This should default to the regular printer. 
E. The printout will include the Case Identifier. 

Clearing Codes List 

A. Select the ‘Clear selected Codes’ icon (  ) located in the Codes List panel. 
B. After pressing the icon, the system will prompt whether the user wishes to save the codes 

before clearing the list. 
C. If not, continue by pressing No. 
D. All codes will be removed from the list. 
E. If yes, refer to ‘Saving’ instructions below. 

Saving 

A. Select the ‘Save Codes’ icon (  ) located in the Codes List panel. 
B. When pressing save, the user will be prompted to enter a Case ID for this episode. 
C. This Case ID can be whatever the user chooses, but should be something unique to identify 

the episode after exporting (e.g. the MRN or episode/admission number). 
D. If a Case ID has already been saved, Codexpert™ will prompt for a different identifier. 

Codexpert™ will not accept the same Case ID again until the previously saved episodes have 
been exported. 

E. After the codes are Saved, the user will be unable to return to that episode/list within 
Codexpert™. 

F. Saved codes are stored by the database until they are exported. There is no expiry and they 
will be retained even when the computer is shut‐down. 

G. Note that any saved codes which are held in the system when Codexpert™ is updated will not 
be retained. 

Exporting 

A. Select the ‘Export Saved Cases’ icon ( ) located in the Codes List panel. 
B. Codes which have been saved can be exported. 

 The user cannot export a subset selection only, as all saved codes will be exported 
simultaneously. 

C. At the “Save As” window, the user will be able to: 

 choose from a drop‐down that allows a choice from the available file formats, and 

 choose the location for the saved file 
D. There are two available file formats: 

 Tab‐delimited Text File 

 Comma Separated Values or CSV (suitable for Excel) 
E. Once the file is saved, it can be opened in any appropriate program. 
F. It is also possible to interface these codes to a PAS system, however the facility would need to 

build the interface to utilise the Codexpert™ export file.  
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Linked Mode 

The ‘Linked Mode’ function allows users to select a code, block or category, and then search 
through the classification for any matches to that value/item. The ‘Linked Mode’ function is 
available for the Alphabetic Disease and ACHI Indices, the Australian Coding Standards (ACS) and 
the Advice. Linked Mode works by searching the item (e.g. Advice) for any matches, whether they 
are the individual codes or within a code range, documented within the topic. 

In the cases of using ‘Linked Mode’ in the ‘ACS Details’ and ‘Advice Details’ tabs, the difference 
between clicking a hyperlink directly and using ‘Linked Mode’ is that: 

 the hyperlink shows you the selection you have made (i.e. one item at a time) 

 using ‘Linked Mode’ will show you all relevant matches (both direct and reverse links) 

This function can be useful for education, auditing or research. 

Linked Mode in the Alphabetic Index 

A. Populate the selected value into the ‘Code Details’ tab of the ‘Content Panel’. NB. This value 
becomes the ‘Master’ in the Linked Mode database search. 

B. Select the ‘Index’ tab of the ‘Tree Panel’. 

C. Press the ‘Linked Mode’ icon ( ) within the ‘Tree Panel’ area to turn Linked Mode on. 
D. The Alphabetic Index will only display pathways which lead to the selected value. (see Figure 

1 below). 
E. Other codes may also be displayed, however they will only be included because they form 

part of the pathway to the ‘Master’ value. 
F. To turn ‘Linked Mode’ off, press the ‘Linked Mode’ icon again. The index will return to the full 

listing. 

 

Figure 1 – Example of Linked Mode “on” in Alphabetic Index for selected value I10 Essential 
Hypertension 

Linked Mode in the ACS Details 

A. Populate the selected value into the ‘Code Details’ tab of the ‘Content Panel’. NB. This value 
becomes the ‘Master’ in the Linked Mode database search. 

B. Select the ‘ACS Details’ tab of the ‘Content Panel’. 

C. Press the ‘Linked Mode’ icon ( ) within the ‘Content Panel’ area. 
D. On this tab, results will only display if the ‘Linked Mode’ search locates a match to the 

selected (i.e. master) value in an ACS (see Figure 2 below): 
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 Where there are results to display, Codexpert™ will display the results either as text (single 
result) or as headings (multiple results). Click the heading to open and close the associated 
content. 

 Where there are no results, Codexpert™ will display the message “(No ACS standards relate 
to the current code)”. 

E. Where results display the ‘Reverse Link’ icon ( ), this flags a match(es) found by the 
database which is not directly referenced within the classification. This additional information 
is provided for the benefit of users. 

F. Once turned on, ‘Linked Mode’ will remain “on” until it is turned off either by: 

 pressing the ‘Linked Mode’ icon, or 

 populating another ACS onto the tab by selecting an ACS hyperlink directly 
G. Note that when the ‘View ACS’ icon ( ) on the ‘Code Details’ tab is selected, this action 

automatically invokes ‘Linked Mode’. 

 

Figure 2 – Example of Linked Mode “on” in ACS Details for selected value I25.9 Ischaemic Heart 
Disease, unspecified 

Linked Mode in the Advice Details 

A. Populate the selected value into the ‘Code Details’ tab of the ‘Content Panel’. NB. This value 
becomes the ‘Master’ in the Linked Mode database search. 

B. Select the ‘Advice Details’ tab of the ‘Content Panel’. 

C. Press the ‘Linked Mode’ icon ( ) within the ‘Content Panel’ area. 
D. On this tab, results will only display if the ‘Linked Mode’ search locates a match to the 

selected. 
E. (i.e. master) value in an Advice. 

 Where there are results to display, Codexpert™ will display the results either as text (single 
result) or as headings (multiple results). Click the heading to open and close the associated 
content. 

 Where there are no results, Codexpert™ will display the message “(No advice items relate 
to the current code)”. 

F. All results will display the ‘Reverse Link’ icon ( ), as this flags a match(es) found by the 
database which are not directly referenced within the classification. This additional 
information is provided for the benefit of users. 

G. Once turned on, ‘Linked Mode’ will remain “on” until it is turned off either by: 

 pressing the ‘Linked Mode’ icon, or 

 populating another Advice onto the tab by selecting an Advice hyperlink directly 

H. Note that when the ‘View Advice’ icon ( ) on the ‘Code Details’ tab is selected, this action 
automatically invokes ‘Linked Mode’. 
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User Notes 

The ‘User Notes’ function allows users to add either Private or Shared notes at any level within 
the Diseases or ACHI Tabular List. Individuals can create their own Private notes, and Shared 
notes can be saved on a network version. Notes will be retained when updates of Codexpert™ are 
loaded. Notes can also be retained when crossing over between product editions (e.g. 7th Edition 
to 8th Edition to 9th Edition). 

Information regarding User Notes 

A. Private notes will display only to the author and are based per user profile. Private notes will 
be saved in the users home profile drive. 

B. Shared notes can be displayed to all common users when Codexpert™ is loaded on a network. 
To view these notes, users should select the specific folder to view the Shared Notes using the 

Select Folder for Shared Notes icon ( ). 
C. Notes can be added at any level within the ICD or ACHI classification (e.g. codes, blocks, 

categories or chapters) but will only be displayed at the level at which they are added. 
D. Where both a Shared and Private note exists for a code, the Shared tab will be displayed to the 

front. 
E. Where only one note (either Shared or Private) exists for a code, the tab with content will be 

displayed to the front. 
F. User notes can be printed individually. 
G. There is no functionality to search the content within the User Notes. 

Adding User Notes 

A. Populate the selected code/block/category into the ‘Code Details’ tab of the ‘Content Panel’ 
(see Figure 1 ‐ Example). 

B. Select the ‘Notes’ tab of the ‘Content Panel’ (see Figure 2 ‐ Example). 
C. Select the relevant tab – either Private or Shared. 
D. Type the information you wish to add (e.g. “State coding advice – 22/01/2010”) 
E. This information will be saved once the user moves away from the page. There is no “Save” 

button. 

 

Figure 1 – Example – Populate the selected code into the Code Details tab and select the ‘Notes’ 
tab. 
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Figure 2 – Example – On the ‘Notes’ tab, select the Private or Shared tab and type in the 
appropriate instruction. 

Viewing User Notes. 

A. During the coding process, the ‘View Notes’ icon ( ) located on the ‘Code Details’ tab will be 
highlighted when relevant ‘User Notes’ are available. 

B. To view the ‘User Note’, select the ‘View Notes’ icon. This will automatically move the user to 
the ‘Notes’ tab and present the information to the user. 

C. To move away from the ‘Notes’ tab, select another tab such as ‘Code Details’. 

Updating User Notes 

A. Follow steps 1‐3 of the Adding User Notes process. 
B. Once the information is presented, update the information as appropriate. (NB. Historical 

changes are not retained by the database). 
C. The change will be saved once the user moves away from the page. There is no “Save” 

button. 
D. The new information will be displayed the next time users view the relevant 

code/block/category. 

Removing User Notes 

A. Follow steps 1‐3 of the Adding User Notes process. 

B. Once the information is presented, select the ‘Clear selected Note’ icon ( ). This will 
remove all content from the selected Note (i.e. either Private or Shared, not both). (NB. 
Deleted information is not retained). 

C. The change will be saved once the user moves away from the page. There is no “Save” 
button. 

D. The ‘View Notes’ icon will no longer be highlighted when users view the relevant 
code/block/category. 

Setting up Shared Notes 

A. When Codexpert™ is installed on a network drive, a folder called Notes will be created and 
contain two sub‐folders Private and Shared. 

B. Ensure that users are aware of the pathway to the Shared Notes folder, and that they have 
access to read this information. 
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Edits 

The Edits function allows users to review the code attributes for each ICD‐10‐AM and ACHI code 
within the classification. This information is derived from the Electronic Codes List kept by the 
NCCH/ACCD for each edition of the classification. 

ICD‐10‐AM Attributes 

 Level 

 Code ID 

 Dagger / Asterisk 

 Valid 

 Australian Code 

 Description 

 Short Description 

 Effective From 

 Inactive 

 Reactivated 

 Sex 

 Sex Edit Type 

 Minimum Age Limit 

 Maximum Age Limit 

 Age Edit Type 

 Rare Disease 

 Requires Morphology Code 

 Concept Change 

 Unassignable as Primary Diagnosis 

ACHI Attributes 

 Code ID 

 Block 

 Description 

 Short Description 

 Effective From 

 Inactive 

 Sex 

 Sex Edit Type 

 Minimum Age Limit 

 Maximum Age Limit 

 Age Edit Type 

 Concept Change 
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Example of ICD‐10‐AM Attributes – A34 Obstetrical Tetanus 

 

Figure 1 ‐ Example – A34 Obstetrical Tetanus 

 

 Level The code is a three character code 

 Code ID ID The code ID is A34 

 Dagger / Asterisk This code is not a dagger nor an asterisk 

 Valid The code is valid for assignment 

 Australian Code The code is not an Australian code 

 Description The description is Obstetrical tetanus 

 Short Description The short description is also Obstetrical tetanus 

 Effective From The code has been effective since 01/07/1998 

 Inactive The code has never been made inactive 

 Reactivated The code has never been reactivated 

 Sex The code is valid for Female gender patients only 

 Sex Edit Type Type The code will result in a fatal error when not used on a 
female gender patient 

 Minimum Age Limit The code can only be used on patients 10 years of age or over 

 Maximum Age Limit The code can only be used on patients 60 years of age or less 

 Age Edit Type The code will result in a warning error when not used on a 
patient aged between 10 years and 60 years of age 

 Rare Disease The code will result in a rare disease warning whenever used 

 Requires Morphology Code The code does not require a morphology code to be assigned 

 Concept Change The code does not represent a concept change 

 Unassignable as Primary Diagnosis The code may be assigned as a principal diagnosis 
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For more information on Codexpert™, please refer to our website (www.pavilion-health.com), or 
submit a query via email to:  codexpertsupport@pavilion-health.com. 

http://www.pavilion-health.com/
mailto:codexpertsupport@pavilion-health.com

